) might be due to a decline in older adults' ability to modulate attention to relevant and irrelevant cues. In the first 2 experiments, we used standard blocking and highlighting tasks to indirectly measure the ability to shift attention away from irrelevant stimuli toward relevant, predictive cues (e.g., Kruschke, Kappenman, & Hetrick, 2005) . Although there were age differences in prediction accuracy, like young adults, older adults learned to shift attention toward predictive stimuli and ignore irrelevant or less predictive stimuli. This attentional effect was unrelated to either working memory or executive function suggesting that it did not involve voluntary control processes. The third experiment provided further support for this idea. We alternated a category learning task with a dot probe task to more directly assess the development of automatic attentional biases. There were again age differences in category prediction, but young and older adults alike responded more rapidly to the location of a dot probe cued by a stimulus experienced as predictive during the learning task than one cued by a stimulus experienced as nonpredictive. These findings provide converging evidence that even though cue-outcome prediction declines with age, the ability to modulate attention based on the predictive relevance of cues during associative learning remains intact.
Attention plays a prominent role in many theories of associative learning (e.g., Kruschke, 2003; Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce & Hall, 1980; Pearce & Mackintosh, 2010) . In these theories, learning processes driven by error reduction form associations among the representations of environmental stimuli (i.e., cues) that signal or cause the occurrence of outcome events (e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) . However, efficient acquisition of these associations requires discovering and focusing on the most relevant stimuli while ignoring distracting or irrelevant stimuli. Research has shown that young adults readily learn to shift attention to the most relevant stimuli to reduce errors during associative learning (e.g., Kruschke et al., 2005; Le Pelley, Beesley, & Griffiths, 2011) . Older adults are less efficient at acquiring cue-outcome associations than young adults (Mutter et al., 2006 (Mutter et al., , 2009 (Mutter et al., , 2012 Mutter & Williams, 2004) , but there have been few studies exploring whether this might be due to age-related differences in attention. The goal of this research was to determine whether older adults differ from young adults in their ability to modulate attention to relevant and irrelevant stimuli during associative learning.
"Blocking" was one of the first demonstrations of attention in associative learning. In a blocking task, participants first learn that cue A reliably predicts outcome X (A ¡ X). They then learn that cue A presented in compound with a second cue B reliably predicts the outcome (A.B ¡ X). Although cue B is paired with outcome X, participants do not learn this association. The initial explanation for this finding was that the existing A¡X association "blocked" acquisition of the association between B and the outcome (e.g., Kamin, 1969; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) . However, this associative account could not explain evidence that the ability to learn completely new associations involving the blocked cue is greatly attenuated Mackintosh & Turner, 1971 ). It appears instead that participants learn to shift their attention away from the redundant cue, which reduces its associability (i.e., how readily it can be associated with the outcome; Mackintosh, 1975) . Recent studies of eye gaze behavior offer further support for learned inattention to blocked cues. Gaze duration is reduced for blocked cues (Kruschke et al., 2005) and this is directly related to the reduced rate of learning novel associations for these stimuli .
Just as individuals learn to shift their attention away from redundant stimuli, they also learn to shift their attention toward the most predictive stimuli. Kruschke (2003 Kruschke ( , 2009 Kruschke et al., 2005) has described a phenomenon called "highlighting" that demonstrates the beneficial effect of this type of attentional modulation during associative learning. Participants first learn that an imperfect predictor (I) in compound with an initial (early) perfect predictor (PE) is associated with an initial (early) outcome (I.PE¡E). They then learn that the same imperfect predictor in compound with a new (late) perfect predictor (PL) is associated with a new (late) outcome (I.PL¡L). At test, participants show a strong preference to predict the early outcome for I and strong preference to predict the late outcome for PE.PL, a new compound cue formed from the perfect early and perfect late predictors (see Table 1 for further details on the highlighting design). These preferences are correlated with increased gaze duration for PL as compared to I and PE. Kruschke suggested that these effects occur because the I¡E association learned first leads to prediction errors when cue I is paired with PL and the new outcome L. To prevent these errors, participants learn to shift their attention away from I toward PL. Because PL is attentionally "highlighted," the association between PL and outcome L is stronger than the association between PE and outcome E.
Learning to shift attention reduces interference between competing cues, accelerates the learning of new cue-outcome associations, and protects previously learned associations (Kruschke et al., 2005) . There is evidence for a decline in both the rate and strength of older adults' associative learning (e.g., Mutter et al., 2006 Mutter et al., , 2009 Mutter et al., , 2012 Mutter & Williams, 2004) , which could be exacerbated by age-related differences in attention. Older adults have difficulty attending to relevant stimuli while suppressing attention to irrelevant stimuli in perceptual and working memory (WM) tasks (e.g., Gazzaley, Cooney, Rissman, & D'Esposito, 2005; Schmitz, Cheng, & De Rosa, 2010) , but there has been little research on whether there might be an age-related deficit in attentional modulation for relevant and irrelevant stimuli during associative learning. Hannah, Allan, and Young (2012) examined blocking effects in young and older adults' learning using a "streamed trial" adaptation of the classic learning task. Their results initially suggested that there was an age-related deficit in blocking, but this disappeared when irrelevant stimuli were perceptually distinct from the relevant cues and outcomes. Increased perceptual load apparently disrupted older adults' attentional selection (cf. Schmitz et al., 2010) , but when irrelevant stimuli were perceptually distinctive, older adults learned to ignore these stimuli. There have been no studies examining age differences in the highlighting effect. However, research suggests that older adults may have difficulty inhibiting attention to preexisting associations during learning. For example, Mutter, Strain, and Plumlee (2007; see also Mutter & Poliske, 1994) found that older adults' contingency estimates were less accurate than young adults' estimates, especially when new evidence regarding the contingency relationship contradicted their prior expectations. In line with studies showing that preexisting knowledge affects which features are attended during associative learning (e.g., Kim & Rehder, 2011) , this finding suggests that older adults selectively attended to events that were nonpredictive, but consistent with their preexisting associative knowledge. However, it is not clear whether this age difference was due to poorer attentional modulation during learning or to weaker memory for Note. Each block consisted of two trials of a given trial type. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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new contingency evidence relative to preexisting associations during contingency estimation. The findings from the few studies addressing whether older adults learn to shift attention to relevant and irrelevant stimuli during associative learning provide little clarity on the issue. Moreover, these studies do not offer a particularly strong test of error-driven attentional modulation because the learning tasks used involved passive viewing of event-state pairs. Therefore, we used predictive learning tasks to examine age differences in the ability to flexibly shift attention among competing stimuli. Cue presentation was followed by outcome prediction and feedback, so there was more opportunity for trial-by-trial prediction error to drive changes in learning and attention. In addition, cue-outcome pairs were clearly segregated, so there was little reason to expect perceptual load to influence older adults' performance. In Experiments 1 and 2, we investigated age differences in blocking and highlighting and in Experiment 3, we alternated learning trials with a dot probe task to more directly assess age differences in the development of attentional biases to predictive stimuli.
Experiment 1 (Blocking) and Experiment 2 (Highlighting)
Any difficulty that older adults might have in learning to shift attention away from preexisting, irrelevant cue-outcome associations during learning may affect their performance differently in blocking and highlighting tasks. In a blocking task, the original predictive cue is still relevant during later training and should induce both young and older adults to ignore the new, redundant cue. Thus, both groups should show less learning for the blocked cue and there should be no age difference in the magnitude of this blocking effect. In contrast, failure to shift attention away from preexisting associations could prevent older adults from showing a highlighting effect. During later training in the highlighting task, participants must learn to shift attention away from the imperfect predictor (I) toward the late perfect predictor (PL). If older adults are less able to do this they should show a smaller highlighting effect than young adults; that is, they should show little or no preference for the late outcome when the early and late perfect predictors are presented in compound (PE.PL).
Alternatively, Kruschke (2009) has suggested that the same attentional shifting process is used in both blocking and highlighting and that individuals who are capable of learning to suppress attention to irrelevant stimuli should show both effects. From this viewpoint, if older adults do not learn to shift their attention away from irrelevant stimuli (i.e., the redundant cue in blocking and the imperfect predictor in highlighting), they should show weaker blocking and highlighting effects than young adults, but if they do learn to shift attention away from these stimuli, no age differences would be expected in either effect.
Method
Participants. Forty-eight young adults (YA) were recruited from psychology courses at Western Kentucky University and received class credit for participating; 48 older adults (OA) were recruited from the community and were paid a small stipend. All participants were screened for the use of medications and health problems that could have an impact on cognitive functioning and none were excluded. Older adults were also screened for dementia via the Telephone Mini Mental State Examination (TMMSE) and all who participated met a passing criterion. Participants were randomly assigned to either the blocking task or the highlighting task. Demographic and cognitive characteristics for each group are shown in Table 2 .
Stimuli and task design. The blocking and highlighting tasks were adapted from Kruschke et al. (2005) and Kruschke (2009) . Table 1 shows the design for these tasks. Each letter and number combination represents a unique cue or outcome. To create the cues, a pool of 22 five-letter nouns were chosen from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (http://www.psy.uwa.edu.au/mrcdata base/uwa_mrc.htm) with concreteness, imagability, and familiarity (Wechsler, 1997) ; RS ϭ Reading Span (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980) ; PA ϭ Paired Associate; CAL ϭ Conditional Associative Learning (Levine, Stuss, & Milberg, 1997) ; FR ϭ Forgotten Responses; P ϭ Perseverations; WCST ϭ Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (Grant & Berg, 1948) ; CC ϭ Categories Completed; PE ϭ Perseverative Errors. a Experiment 1 and 2 Mill Hill Vocabulary Test (Raven, Raven, & Court, 1998) , Experiment 3 Advanced Vocabulary Test (Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Dermen, 1976 This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
ratings of at least 500. The words in this pool had no apparent semantic relationships with each other and all began with a different initial letter. The words selected were apple, brain, cigar, daisy, elbow, frost, glass, house, ivory, judge, knife, linen, movie, nurse, ocean, phone, queen, radio, skate, tiger, uncle, and world. Twelve unique lists were created by randomly assigning words from this pool to the cue types in Table 1 . Across these lists, the letters F, G, H, and J were assigned equally often as outcomes to each cue type in each task. Stimuli were presented on an Apple iMac computer with a 20-in. screen. Single cues were presented in the center of the screen and compound cues were presented in the center with one word positioned above the other. The position of the two words in each compound cue was counterbalanced so that there were two presentations of each unique compound cue within each block. The four outcomes were displayed in horizontal boxes at the bottom of the screen (see Figure 1) . Participants' responses were made on a standard computer keyboard using the F, G, H, and J keys.
Experiment 1: Blocking. The blocking task consisted of early and late training phases and a test phase. During each training trial, a single (early phase) or compound (late phase) cue appeared and participants made a prediction response, which was followed by feedback on response accuracy. The early training phase was designed to ensure that participants learned the A¡X associations. The F¡Y cue-outcome trials were included as fillers and were not shown in any other phase of the task. The late training phase was designed to replicate Kamin's (1969) blocking procedure, which relies upon pairing the previously trained cue with a novel cue. The target compound cue-outcome pairs in this phase were created by pairing old A stimuli with novel B stimuli (i.e., A1.B1¡X1, A2.B2¡X2). For these pairs, the existing A¡X associations should block the acquisition of B¡X associations. Two additional novel pairs (i.e., C1.D1¡Y1; C2.D2¡Y2) were presented as controls during the late training phase. There should be no blocking effect for the individual stimuli in these compound cues because they were both novel.
In the test phase, two additional training trials were given for each A.B and C.D compound cue to ensure that participants retained the outcomes associated with these cues during training. These trials were randomly intermixed with presentations of A.C (i.e., A.C and A.D) and B.D (i.e., B.C and B.D) compound cues to test for outcome preference. No feedback was given for these test trials. A should have a strong association with X, B should have little or no association with X, and C and D should have equally strong associations with Y. Thus, a blocking effect will be evident if participants show a strong preference to predict outcome X for A.C cues and a strong preference to predict outcome Y for B.D cues.
Experiment 2: Highlighting. The highlighting task consisted of one early training phase, two late training phases, and a test phase. For the compound cues presented in this task, the letter I indicates that the individual cue is an Imperfect predictor and the letter P indicates that the individual cue is a Perfect predictor. As in the blocking task, each unique compound cue-outcome pair was presented twice to accommodate counterbalancing of individual cue position. Likewise, each training trial consisted of cue presentation, outcome prediction, and response accuracy feedback.
In the early training phase, participants learned cue-outcome associations for compound cues composed of the imperfect predictor and early perfect predictors (i.e., I1.PE1¡E1 and I2.PE2¡E2). In the late training phases, they learned associations for the same imperfect predictors combined with new late perfect predictors (e.g., I1.PL1¡L1 and I2.PL2¡L2). During the first late training phase, the compound I.PE and the I.PL cues were presented in the ratio of 3 to 1 to strengthen the previous associations for the early perfect predictors and to allow participants to begin forming associations for the late perfect predictors. This ratio was reversed in the second late training phase so that over the training trials, the total number of presentations for all cues was the same.
In the test phase, I.PE¡E and I.PL¡L trials were randomly intermixed with trials in which each imperfect predictor was presented alone and trials in which the early and late perfect predictors were presented together. No feedback was presented for any test trials. In the early phase of training, participants should acquire both I¡E and PE¡E associations. However, during the late phase of training, responding based on the earlier formed I¡E association would produce errors for the I.PL cues, so to learn the I.PL¡L associations, participants must shift their attention away from I to PL. As a result, the PL¡L associations should be relatively stronger than the PE¡E associations. Thus, the highlighting effect will be reflected in a greater preference for outcome L than outcome E when presented with the PE.PL cues.
Procedure. Experiment 1 (blocking) and Experiment 2 (highlighting) were approved by the Western Kentucky University (WKU) institutional review board (WKU HSRB#HS10-046, Learned Attention in Younger and Older Adults). Participants were tested individually during a single session. After providing informed consent and completing a Biographical and Health Questionnaire, they were seated at a comfortable viewing distance from the computer screen. For both the blocking and highlighting tasks, participants were told that the goal was to learn which of four keys (F, G, H, or J) to press when a particular word or pair of words was displayed on the computer screen. For each training trial, they viewed a cue and then made their outcome prediction by pressing a key on the keyboard. Cues remained on the screen until participants made a response and responses were followed by immediate feedback. If the response was correct, the phrase "Yes! The correct answer is [letter] " appeared between the cue stimuli and the response choices. If the response was incorrect, the phrase "Wrong! The correct answer is [letter]" was displayed. Training trials were followed immediately by test trials. In the blocking test, feedback was provided only after responses for the two additional training trials as described above; in the highlighting test, feedback was never provided after a response. In the latter case, responses were followed by the phrase "Your response has been recorded." After finishing the learning task, participants completed tasks to measure speed of processing, working memory, executive function, associative learning, paired associate memory, and semantic knowledge (see Table 2 ). They were then debriefed and compensated for their time.
Results and Discussion
Statistical analyses were conducted using null hypothesis significance testing (NHST) and Bayesian hypothesis testing. For NHST, we assumed an alpha level of .05 and, depending on the type of test, we used either Cohen's d or p 2 as an estimate of This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
effect size. Information on the Bayesian analyses is provided in the online supplemental material. Experiment 1: Blocking. Tests of the blocking effect require adequate learning of associations presented during the training phases of the blocking task. During the test phase, participants received eight additional A.B ¡ X and C.D ¡ Y training trials. According to the learning criterion used by Kruschke (e.g., Kruschke et al., 2005) , they should respond correctly on six of these trials (75% correct) to be above chance performance. All participants met this learning criterion.
Our first analyses examined whether there were age differences in prediction accuracy during the training and test phases. Overall accuracy for the A ¡ X and F ¡ Y trials presented in the early training phase was higher for young (M ϭ 89. Before examining response preferences for the blocked cue B, it is necessary to demonstrate that A¡X associations are stronger than C¡Y and D ¡Y associations. Specifically, participants should have a stronger preference for X than Y when presented with the A.C compound test cues. The mean percent X and Y choices for these cues are presented in Figure 2 . Participants also had the option of selecting outcomes that did not correspond with original cues (e.g., A1 ¡ ϫ2, C2 ¡ Y1, etc.). These erroneous responses were made 2.86% of the time by young adults, and 3.13% of the time by older adults, and were not included in any analyses. A 2 (group) ϫ 2 (outcome choice) ANOVA revealed that participants strongly preferred X over Y on A.C test trials and there was no age difference in this preference, group There are strong links between WM, executive function, and attentional control (e.g., Engle, 2002; Gazzaley & Nobre, 2012; McCabe, Roediger, McDaniel, Balota, & Hambrick, 2010) . The presence of age differences in our measures of WM and executive function (see Table 2 ), combined with the absence of an age difference in the blocking effect raises the question of whether variations in attentional control are actually related to blocking. To answer this question, we calculated correlations between measures of blocking, WM, and executive function. To obtain a single outcome preference score for A.C cues, we subtracted the total number of times each participant gave a Y response from the total number of times each participant gave an X response and divided by the total number of A.C presentations (A minus C for choice or AmCc). To obtain a single outcome preference score for B.D cues, we subtracted the total number of X responses from the total number of Y responses and divided by the total number of B.D presentations (D minus B for choice or DmBc). We combined these two scores (i.e., AmCc ϩ DmBc) to obtain a measure of This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
overall blocking (cf. Kruschke et al., 2005 Experiment 2: Highlighting. As with the blocking effect, testing the highlighting effect requires that participants learn the I.PE ¡ E and I.PL ¡ L associations during training. Participants received a total of eight I.PE ¡ E and I.PL ¡ L training trials during the test phase, so based on a 75% correct learning criterion, they should respond correctly on six of these test trials (Kruschke et al., 2005) . Four participants (two young and two older) failed to reach the criterion. Two (one young and one older) were replaced with participants who met the criterion and two were excluded from further analysis, leaving 23 participants in each group.
We first examined prediction accuracy for young and older adults during the training and test phases. Age differences were present in prediction accuracy for the I. (Raftery, 1995) .
Turning now to analyses of the highlighting effect, we first examined outcome choices for I trials. Each participant received four I trials in the test phase of the experiment and the mean percent early (E) and late (L) outcome choices for these trials are shown in Figure 3 . Participants also had the option of choosing outcomes that did not correspond to original cues (i.e., I1 ¡ L2, I1 ¡ E2, etc.). These errors accounted for 8.70% of responses for young adults and 10.87% of responses for older adults and these responses were not included in any analyses. A 2 (group) ϫ 2 (outcome choice) ANOVA indicated that both young and older adults had a reliably greater preference for the E outcome during I test trials, group, F(1, 44) As before, age differences were observed for measures of WM and executive function, but not for highlighting. We therefore examined correlations between measures of highlighting, WM, and executive function. To obtain a single outcome preference score for the I test trials, we subtracted the total number of L responses from the total number of E responses and divided by the total number of I test trials (Ic). To obtain a single outcome preference score for PE.PL, we subtracted the total number of E responses from the total number of L responses and divided by the total number of PE.PL test trials (PEmPLc). We combined these two scores (i.e., Ic ϩ PEmPLc) to obtain a measure of the overall highlighting effect (Kruschke et al., 2005 These findings show that blocking and highlighting are robust effects for both young and older adults. The absence of an age difference in the blocking effect in Experiment 1 is consistent with previous research conducted by Hannah et al. (2012) and shows that older adults can learn to ignore irrelevant cues during associative learning. The highlighting effect we observed for older adults in Experiment 2 replicates and extends the Kruschke et al. (2005) findings with young adults. In that study, outcome predictions and visual gaze indicated that young adults distributed attention approximately equally among two cues and an outcome (I.PE ¡ E) in initial training, but in later training, they shifted attention away from 1 Because age is highly correlated with WM and executive function, we were interested in whether age effects in prediction accuracy were largely due to differences in these variables. Therefore, when there was a significant age difference in prediction accuracy, we conducted an ANCOVA for this effect controlling for performance on WM and executive function measures. This reduced age differences in accuracy in the early learning phase for the blocking experiment, Group, F(1, 44) This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
the early cue (I) toward the more predictive, novel cue (PL). Our findings suggest that older adults are equally capable of performing these attentional processes during associative learning. Although the absence of age differences in blocking and highlighting was not entirely unexpected, null effects can be problematic. We are confident for several reasons that our findings reflect true age equivalence in these effects. First, we replicated the strong blocking and highlighting effects reported in previous research (e.g., Hannah et al., 2012; Kruschke, 2009; Kruschke et al., 2005; Sewell & Lewandowsky, 2012) . Second, the distributions of blocking and highlighting scores for the two age groups were virtually identical (see Supplemental Figures S1a and S1b in the online supplemental material). Third, a post hoc power analysis indicated that while very large samples would be required to detect the weak age effects in blocking and highlighting, 2 our experimental design provided sufficient power to detect age differences in prediction accuracy and individual difference tests (see Table 2 ). And finally, Bayesian analyses indicated that the data for both blocking and highlighting were more likely to occur under a model without an Age ϫ Choice interaction than a model with this interaction.
The age equivalence we observed in blocking and highlighting suggests that aging spares the ability to modulate attention to stimuli during associative learning and also suggests that these effects involve similar attentional shifting processes (Kruschke, 2009; Kruschke et al., 2005) . However, these attentional processes may not be voluntary. Attentional control is strongly linked to WM and executive function (Engle, 2002; Gazzaley & Nobre, 2012; McCabe et al., 2010) , both of which show age-related decline (Reuter-Lorenz, Festini, & Jantz, 2016) . This was likewise observed in the present research. Moreover, age, WM, and executive function were related to prediction accuracy during learning, but none of these variables were related to blocking and highlighting. Though surprising, this suggests that these effects involve a form of attention that is unrelated to WM (Sewell & Lewandowsky, 2012) and that learned predictiveness influences automatic rather than controlled attentional processes (Le Pelley, Vadillo, & Luque, 2013) . We address this issue in the next experiment.
Experiment 3
The findings from Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that young and older adults learn to direct attention toward predictive stimuli and away from irrelevant or less predictive stimuli during associative learning and further, that this attentional modulation may not be voluntary or controlled. However, these attentional effects were measured indirectly through outcome choice. Thus, it is not entirely clear whether experienced predictiveness actually influenced attention to the cues or whether it simply affected their associability (cf. Le Pelley et al., 2013) . Moreover, any involuntary attentional effect for the cues was obscured by the overt attention that was required to formulate the outcome response.
To trace the development of an automatic attentional bias to predictive stimuli outside the learning context, we alternated a category learning task with a dot probe spatial cueing task developed by Le Pelley et al. (2013) . In the learning task, participants saw displays with two squares, one green and one with oblique lines, on either side of a fixation point and learned whether the shade of green or the thickness of the lines predicted category membership. In the dot probe task, they saw the same displays, but after a delay, a small white square appeared over one of the squares and they indicated, as quickly as possible, the location of this probe. Le Pelley et al. found that young adults' response latencies to the dot probe were significantly shorter when its location was cued by a stimulus experienced as predictive during category learning and this effect increased as learning performance improved. Moreover, this attentional bias was present only when the delay between stimulus and probe onset was brief (i.e., 250 vs. 1,000 ms), suggesting that it reflected an involuntary rather than voluntary response to the stimulus. 2 We conducted a post hoc power analysis to rule out the possibility that power was not sufficient to detect the much smaller age-related differences in blocking and highlighting. The results of this analysis indicated that to detect an age effect as small as the largest effect in our study while achieving power of at least 0.8 would require more than 250 participants. To detect the smallest effect that was larger than zero with power of 0.8 would require a sample size greater than 1,600. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Spatial cuing is a well-established methodology for investigating older adults' attentional responses to emotional stimuli (e.g., Isaacowitz, Wadlinger, Goren, & Wilson, 2006) . Moreover, other research suggests that older adults have little difficulty using cues to guide their attention to a location. For example, valid endogenous cues (i.e., arrows) produce similar benefits in young and older adults' target detection (Hartley, Kieley, & Slabach, 1990) . We therefore expected that if older adults learn to modulate their attention in the same way as young adults, stimuli experienced as predictive during category learning should be more likely to automatically capture their attention during the dot probe task than stimuli experienced as nonpredictive.
Method
Participants. Twenty-eight young and 28 older adults were recruited and screened for participation in the same way as before. Because of the nature of the stimuli in this experiment, volunteers were also screened for colorblindness using the Ishihara Color Vision Test (Ishihara, 2006) . The data for one young and one older adult were excluded from analysis due to excessive errors in the dot probe task and use of incorrect response keys in the category learning task, respectively. Demographic and cognitive characteristics for the groups are shown in Table 2 .
Stimuli and task design. Stimuli consisted of colored squares with sides subtending a 9°visual angle from a viewing distance of 60 cm. Two squares were filled with either a light or dark shade of green (GreL and GreD) and two squares were filled with either thick or thin blue oblique lines (LinK and LinN) sloping downward from the left on a black background (see Supplemental Figure S2 in the online supplemental materials). In each trial, a stimulus pair consisting of one green square and one line-filled square appeared centrally on a white background. Across trials, stimulus pairs representing all four combinations of the two shades of green and two line thicknesses were presented. The squares were preceded and accompanied by a fixation cross that subtended a .67°ϫ .67°visual angle in the center of the screen. There was a distance of 9°between the center of the fixation cross and the center of each square. The dot probe was a small white square with sides subtending a 1.35°visual angle that appeared in the center of a green or line-filled square. On occasion, an arrow pointing to either the right (Ͼ) or left (Ͻ) replaced the fixation cross and no squares or dot probe were presented. Stimuli were presented on an iMac computer with a 20-in. screen.
In the category learning task, either the shade of green or the thickness of the lines predicted category membership throughout the task. The category dimensions were combined with two category responses, UP and DOWN, to produce four Predictive Category ϫ Category Response conditions. Participants in each age group were randomly assigned to one of these conditions. There were 32 blocks in the category learning task divided into eight phases of four blocks. In a block, each of the four stimulus pairs was presented twice to counterbalance the right/left position of the green and line-filled squares. These eight trials were randomly arranged in each block.
There were nine blocks in the dot probe task: one occurred prior to the category learning task to establish baseline dot probe response times and the remaining eight alternated with the phases of the category learning task (i.e., category learning, dot probe, category learning, dot probe . . . etc.). There were 20 randomly arranged trials in each block of the dot probe task. The four stimulus pairs in their two counterbalanced left/right positions were presented twice for a total of 16 trials. The dot probe appeared once on each of the four squares in each of the left/right positions, ensuring that it was equally likely to appear on predictive and nonpredictive squares. There were also four arrow-only trials (two right and two left). Responses to all stimuli were made using labeled keys on the numeric keypad of the iMac keyboard (4 ϭ left, 6 ϭ right, 8 ϭ up, 2 ϭ down).
Procedure. Experiment 3 received approval from the WKU institutional review board (WKU IRB#16 -486, Age Differences in Causal Learning). Participants were tested individually during a single session. After completing informed consent, colorblindness screening, and the Biographical and Health Questionnaire, participants were seated at a distance of 60 cm from the computer screen and given instructions for the experimental task. They were told that they would be performing two different tasks during the experiment and that the first would be a dot probe target detection task. On each trial, the fixation cross appeared in the middle of the display and was followed 500 ms later with color and line-filled squares that appeared on either side of the cross. The dot probe appeared 250 ms later, centered on one of the squares. Participants were told to respond to the left/right location of the dot probe as quickly as possible by pressing the key labeled left or the key labeled right. Participants were also told that it was important to keep their attention on the fixation cross at all times and that they would perform better if they ignored the colored squares. To further ensure that their attention remained on the fixation cross, they were told that on random occasions during the dot probe task an arrow pointing either left or right would replace the fixation cross after 500 ms and no stimulus pair or dot probe would appear. They were instructed to indicate as quickly as possible the direction the arrow was pointing. All stimuli remained on the screen until a response was made. Responses occurring before the onset of a dot probe prompted the feedback message "Do not anticipate stimuli" that appeared for 1,000 ms.
After the baseline dot probe task, participants received instructions for the category learning task. They were told that they would again see displays with a fixation cross and colored squares, and that it was still important to keep their attention on the cross. However, they were told that their goal was to learn which of two category responses, up or down, was correct for the pair of squares. They were instructed to use the labeled up/down keys to indicate their category decisions. Participants were told that accuracy rather than speed was important. However, if they made no response within 1,500 ms they received a prompt centered over the fixation cross and stimulus pair that consisted of a white square with the words "up or down?" surrounded by a black border with sides subtending a 8.39°visual angle. The prompt disappeared after a response was given. Immediately after a response, the message "That is correct!" or the message "ERROR! The correct response was [up/down] ," appeared below the stimuli for 2,000 ms. For the remaining dot probe blocks and category learning phases, shifts from one task to the next were signaled by a display that indicated which task participants were about to perform and reminded them about how to make the responses for that task.
Afterward, participants completed tasks to measure speed of processing, WM, executive function, associative learning, and This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
semantic knowledge (see Table 2 ). They were then debriefed and compensated for their time.
Results and Discussion
Data for the four Predictive Category ϫ Category Response conditions were pooled for all analyses of category learning accuracy and dot probe response time. We conducted statistical analyses using both NHST and hierarchical Bayesian analyses (see the online supplemental material).
Category learning. Young and older adults' mean category prediction accuracy across blocks is shown in Figure 4 . A 2 (group) ϫ 32 (block) ANOVA showed that accuracy improved over blocks for both groups, F(31, 1612) To determine whether prediction accuracy during category learning was related to WM or executive functioning, we calculated zero order correlations between overall accuracy scores and these variables. There was a positive correlation between prediction accuracy and executive functioning, WCST-CC: r(54) ϭ .31, p ϭ .02, B 10 ϭ 2.12, and between accuracy and WM, though this latter relationship did not reach statistical significance, reading span: r(54) ϭ .23, p ϭ .09, B 10 ϭ .66. 1 Dot probe response. Anticipation responses and errors were removed from the reaction time (RT) data. Across blocks, this constituted only 0.10% of the young adults' data and only 0.06% of the older adults' data. Median RTs were obtained for each participant for the predictive and the nonpredictive trials in each block of the task. To account for overall speed differences between young and older adults, facilitation ratios were obtained for each block by subtracting the median RT for the predictive and nonpredictive trials after learning from the median baseline RT for these trials before learning and then dividing by the respective median baseline RT (cf., Spieler, Balota, & Faust, 1996) . Excluding the baseline dot probe phase, the data for each consecutive pair of dot probe blocks were then combined to produce four epochs. Young and older adults' mean facilitation ratios are shown in Figure 5 .
Overall facilitation ratios increased over epochs and this did not vary by age, group, F(1, 52) In summary, although age differences were observed in prediction accuracy during category learning, the experienced predictiveness of stimuli during learning affected young and older adults' dot probe responses in the same way. Like young adults, older adults responded more rapidly to the dot probe when its location was cued by a stimulus that was predictive of category membership than when its location was cued by a stimulus that was irrelevant to category membership. The findings of this experiment confirm in a more direct way than Experiments 1 and 2 that older adults experience little or no decline in modulating attention to relevant and irrelevant stimuli during associative learning.
The findings also replicate earlier research suggesting that the experienced predictiveness of stimuli influences automatic attentional capture (Le Pelley et al., 2013, Experiment 2). As Le Pelley et al. noted, any facilitation for the predictive cues with a brief 250-ms SOA likely involves the operation of involuntary attentional processes. Moreover, both young and older adults shifted attention to predictive cues even though this provided no advantage in probe detection and they were explicitly instructed that their performance would be better if they maintained central fixation throughout the task.
General Discussion
In three experiments, we studied older adults' ability to direct attention toward relevant, predictive stimuli and away from irrelevant, less predictive stimuli during associative learning. In the first two experiments, we used standard blocking and highlighting tasks and found that although there were age differences in the Figure 4 . Mean percent correct responses for young and older adults across blocks in the category learning task in Experiment 3. Error bars show standard error. Chance performance is 50%. Every four blocks constituted one phase of the category learning task. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
accuracy of cue-outcome prediction, like young adults, older adults learned to shift attention toward predictive stimuli and ignore irrelevant or less predictive stimuli. Prediction accuracy was related to WM and executive function, but blocking and highlighting were not, suggesting that these attentional effects did not involve voluntary control processes. The third experiment provided further support for this idea. We alternated a category learning task with a dot probe task to more directly assess attentional biases to stimuli outside the learning context. There were again age differences in prediction accuracy, but like young adults, older adults responded more rapidly to the location of a dot probe cued by a stimulus experienced as predictive during learning than one cued by a stimulus experienced as nonpredictive. These findings provide converging evidence that even though there is an age-related decline in prediction accuracy, there is no decline in the ability to modulate attention based on the predictive relevance of cues experienced during associative learning. The outcome of this study is consistent in most respects with Mackintosh's (1975) attentional theory that suggests greater attention will be devoted to stimuli that are accurate predictors of an outcome than to those that are less predictive. The fact that there were no age differences in blocking, highlighting, or dot probe facilitation for predictive stimuli suggests that this attentional process is particularly robust. However, Mackintosh also proposed that attentional modulation improves the efficiency of error-based associative learning by increasing the associability of stimuli. The present results are not entirely consistent with this idea-age differences persisted in prediction accuracy despite older adults' successful attentional modulation for predictive and nonpredictive stimuli.
Recent hybrid theories of attention (e.g., Le Pelley, 2004; Pearce & Mackintosh, 2010) provide a more nuanced view of the relationship between attention, predictiveness, and associability. According to these theories, two independent attentional mechanisms operate during associative learning. Both are driven by prediction error (i.e., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) , but their operational rules differ. The first, attention to action (Holland & Maddux, 2010) , is based on an assessment of the relative predictability of all stimuli in the learning environment. In line with Mackintosh (1975) , attention to action increases for stimuli generating the least prediction error. This type of attention promotes rapid detection and execution of appropriate responses for reliable predictors. It develops quickly, requires minimal capacity, and enhances the associability of these stimuli during new learning by automatically bringing them into the focus of attention (Pearce & Mackintosh, 2010) . The second, attention to learning (Holland & Maddux, 2010) , operates via an assessment of the uncertainty regarding outcome occurrence for a specific stimulus. More attention will be directed to stimuli that are followed by unexpected or surprising outcomes (i.e., learning is incomplete) than to those that are followed by well-predicted outcomes (Pearce & Hall, 1980) . Attention to learning increases the salience of the stimulus and thus its associability but requires controlled processing and is limited in capacity (Pearce & Mackintosh, 2010) .
It is likely that the blocking, highlighting, and dot probe effects in our study reflect attention to action. This is supported by the absence of any relationship between these effects and WM or executive function (cf. Sewell & Lewandowsky, 2012) as well as evidence that dot probe facilitation occurred automatically for stimuli experienced as predictive (cf. Le Pelley et al., 2013) . Our findings therefore suggest that older adults retain the ability to automatically assess the relative predictability of environmental stimuli and direct attention to those that are the current best predictors. A number of other findings in the literature on aging and learning also suggest that attention to action is spared with age. For example, there are no age differences in the development of a visual search habit for targets that have a high probability of appearing in a particular quadrant of an array of distractors (Jiang, Koutstaal, & Twedell, 2016) , older adults improve their target detection by acquiring and using tacit knowledge of spatial associations between targets and distractors in repeated search arrays (e.g., Howard, Howard, Dennis, Yankovich, & Vaidya, 2004; Merrill, Conners, Roskos, Klinger, & Klinger, 2013) , and older adults show little decline in speeded visual search and response for stimuli associated with high versus low reward values (Störmer, Eppinger, & Li, 2014) .
In contrast, attention to learning may not remain intact with age. Although we did not directly examine this form of attention in the This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
present study, the relationships we observed between prediction accuracy, WM, and executive function provide some evidence for the operation of a limited capacity attentional mechanism in our associative learning tasks. Moreover, an age-related deficit in attention to learning could explain why older adults continued to make prediction errors even when they were clearly able to assess the relative predictiveness of the cues. Specifically, this deficit reduced the salience of cue representations and thus their associability. In support of this idea, recent work by Nassar et al. (2016) has linked age-related deficits in associative learning to insufficient representation and use of uncertainty to guide learning. Further support comes from studies showing that age differences are exacerbated in learning contexts that make the resolution of uncertainty more difficult (e.g., Chasseigne et al., 2004; Eppinger, Hämmerer, & Li, 2011; Mutter & Plumlee, 2014) . This study has produced new findings that extend our current view of aging, attention, and associative learning. It also raises interesting questions for future research. First, our findings show that attention to action is preserved with age and further suggest that attention to learning could be impaired. Confirmation of an age-related dissociation in these two attentional mechanisms during associative learning will require studies in which both relative predictiveness and uncertainty regarding outcomes are manipulated in the same learning task. Second, research with young adults has shown that attention to action affects the associability of stimuli Mitchell, Griffiths, Seetoo, & Lovibond, 2012) and it is important to determine whether this is also the case for older adults. Finally, both attention to action and attention to learning are "tuned" by prediction error (e.g., Pearce & Mackintosh, 2010) . There is considerable evidence that prediction error signals are generated by midbrain dopamine neurons in response to discrepancies between actual and expected outcomes (e.g., Schultz & Dickinson, 2000; Steinberg et al., 2013) and researchers have begun the work of mapping the distinct neural pathways that allow these signals to regulate the amount of learning and different types of attention to environmental stimuli (Nasser, Calu, Schoenbaum, & Sharpe, 2017) . Dopamine neuron error signaling becomes less efficient with age (Bäckman, Nyberg, Lindenberger, Li, & Farde, 2006) and research on how this agerelated change affects the operation of these neural pathways may shed further light on older adults' attentional modulation during associative learning.
